
Just before the COVID lockdown I managed to get away for a golf trip to Adelaide                
with some old high school mates. While we were there one of my friends asked me a                 
number of times did I chunk my chip onto the green, even though it ended up close.                 
My answer was ‘no’ but he was surprised by how low the ball flight of my chip had                  
been and how much roll out it had taken.  
Back in Melbourne, in golfing isolation I thought about my attack angle and how I had                
become a lot steeper than I used to be whilst chipping, de-lofting the club causing               
the low, running chip that I had become comfortable hitting. I started practicing a              
chipping action that was much shallower and tried to keep the shaft more upright at               
impact to maintain more loft. It felt horrible to begin with and I’m sure I would have                 
been blading the ball had I been trying to hit one, but luckily I was just chipping                 
phantom shots in my living room.  
Since then, with enough practice, that swing has become quite comfortable and I can              
maintain loft on the club and control my contact with the ground pretty consistently.              
I’m confident that I will have a sturdy, more lofted chip at my disposal once I return to                  
the course despite not spending any time on the range practicing. Going through that              
process got me thinking about how good it was not to start the process by hitting a                 
ball……..the genesis for this article. I hope you enjoy it and get something out of it                
during our golfing suspension. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I think I should start this article with a disclaimer. If you are serious about changing                
your golf swing you are always best to go and seek the help of a golf professional.                 
There is no replacement for seeing you swing live and being able to make changes               
in real-time when trying to correct such a complicated movement. For now at least              
that can’t happen so perhaps you can make the most of your time away from golf                
and learn a thing or two along the way. 
 
This article is not really aimed at golfers that play an accurate tight fade and are                
happy with their game. Those golfers may still learn something about impact            
mechanics and have fun tinkering with their ball flight but this article is really more for                
the lifetime slicers. Golfers that stand on the tee feeling blocked out by the tree that                
is 20 degrees left of the fairway 100m down, a spot they feel they need to hit to make                   
sure they don’t miss the fairway right. They are losing so much distance, especially              
in windy conditions and are making the game so much harder than it already is. 
 
The other part to the disclaimer is that changing your swing always leaves you              
vulnerable. For a period during the change the old slice swing is going to feel safe                
and comfortable and at times you might long to go back to it. Making big changes                
such as these will almost always mean you play worse golf for a period until you bed                 
the changes in and start to profit from your hard work. It may take as long as several                  
months! On the upside it has the potential to enhance your enjoyment of the game               
and improve your swing for the rest of your playing years. A risk I figure is worth                 
taking for the sake of a few months feeling uncomfortable, especially during a period              
where we can’t play much golf anyway. On the plus side, if you have sliced for most                 
of your golfing life you will probably return to your familiar swing quite readily if the                
tips here have been no help whatsoever. 
 
Let the journey begin………………. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Can We Improve Our Golf Without Playing? 
 
The COVID restrictions have meant that for us Victorians a lot less golf has been               
played over the last few months. I’m sure at least some of us have had a few little                  
niggles in the back of our mind about how our game might have been affected and                
exactly what sort of golf we might be going to play upon that joyous return. What if                 
there were things you could be doing, away from the course, that might mean you               
return to the course in a fundamentally better position to play good golf than when               
you last played? 
 
Over the next few weeks SSPC will be sending through a variety of tips and               
suggestions that we think might help your game and make that sweet, sweet return              
to the course even more satisfying. Most of them will focus on your fitness and               
getting your body better suited to meeting the demands placed on it by the golf swing                
but for today at least I thought I’d be a bit more aspirational and start with something                 
a bit (lot) more tricky……….I thought I would start with one of the greatest              
challenges for any golf coach, let alone a humble physio, the quest to try and cure….  
 
 
THE CURSE OF THE DREADED     
SLICE!!  
 
If you already hit long, high, baby draws (we’re not jealous           
at all!??!) I’m sure you can use some of the principles in            
this article to work on another area of your game that is            
not quite where you’d like it to be ; ) 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Keep your head down’, ‘keep your front arm straight’, ‘change your grip’, ‘make sure              
you turn your hips’……...anyone keen enough to flick through the pages of a golf              
magazine, perhaps even the ones in the reception area at SSPC, will have read              
these tips at some stage. All are well meaning, often written by some big names in                
the golf industry they promise to cure your slice, your hook or whatever issue you are                
having with your golf. Some effective, some not so effective. What if you already had               
your front arm straight or your head down but the results were still poor? More to the                 
point, what if you can’t even tell where your head or arm are during the golf swing?                 
Some of these instructions come from golf professionals living in the past, trying to              
hone the perfect swing “moves” in the hope that perfect shots result. 



The science behind motor learning is constantly evolving. New understanding in the            
science is being coupled with improvements in golf technology to witness a shift in              
the way golf instruction takes place. Current understanding is that people are better             
able to learn a motor skill when we use their environment to give them feedback as                
they are swinging, or shortly afterwards. If the quality of the feedback is high and it is                 
delivered immediately the task becomes more concrete or ‘real’ for the learner and             
helps them get a better understanding of what the new skill should feel like. If they                
know the right feeling then they can reproduce that feeling to produce a successful              
outcome across a variety of situations.  
For those interested in a more current understanding of how our brains learn motor              
skills and why instruction is changing you can learn some very interesting things             
here… 
 
https://golfinsideruk.com/motor-learning-golf/ 
 
Why target slicing the golf ball in particular?  
Everybody knows what the cure for a slice is anyway right? Just aim further left?!               
WRONG!! Speaking with lots of patients and fellow golfers over the years the slice              
seems to be one area of their game that many golfers are unhappy about. I have                
friends that are keen golfers that have sliced the ball since we both played together               
in high school. It frustrates them, they know they are losing distance and being              
forced to hit longer approaches into greens and just generally making the game             
more difficult for themselves and yet they still slice their golf shots when we play               
today. With a better understanding of the underlying physics and by putting the right              
strategies in place (oh, and a bit of dedication and hard work) I think that everyone                
should be able to overcome the curse of the dreaded slice and play more              
satisfying and effective golf. 
 
Why do so many golfers slice the ball?  
Of course there are lots of reasons but personally I think it is because              
we like to try and hit the ball a long way. Our natural athletic instincts               
tell us that the best way to maximise our force on the club is to extend                
our elbows as we swing, like if we were swinging an axe to chop wood,               
start with the arm bent and then produce power by straightening the            
elbow with force. Keen to hit the ball as far as possible we often              
execute this movement too early in the swing, ‘casting’ the clubhead           
outside the intended line of the shot before pulling it violently back            
across the body in an ‘out to in’ swing path and putting side spin on               
the ball in the process. To compound this error a lot of people start              
with a poor grip and don’t understand how to use their hands to             
square the clubface. 

https://golfinsideruk.com/motor-learning-golf/


Now some of you have read this far and are thinking I’ve heard all this before. He                 
started by saying not to focus on certain ‘moves’ and ‘the perfect swing’ and so far                
he’s going into the old “cast the club” and “coming over the top” monologue.  
Let’s not focus on the ‘move’ within the swing that causes the slice at this stage but                 
purely on the physics. For all the grace, balance, devastating acceleration or            
downright ugly slashing that happens within our golf swings it's really only the foot              
before and after impact that counts.  
Golfers like Matthew Wolff with his George Gangkas inspired swing and Jim Furyk             
with his very own unique swing are able to match more traditional golfers like Adam               
Scott and Rory McIlroy despite their ‘more perfect’ golf swings. That is because             
despite very different movements to get them there all of these athletes are very              
good at controlling what happens at impact.  
 
Matthew Wolff  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N556Hv6589c 
 
Jim Furyk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7jePVzL47E 
 
Adam Scott 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiE3W3GJ_TQ 
 
Rory McIlroy 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMivvKFFkNw 
 
And if you really want to look at a different swing producing amazing results check               
this out  …..   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQHruSYqPFI 
 
Perhaps before we go any further we should look at some golf terminology. A lot of                
you will be familiar with these terms but some of you may be new to golf and/or may                  
not have come across them before. Hopefully they provide some clarity to the             
explanations to follow. 
 
SOME IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS 
 
Perhaps the easiest of the definitions to understand        
is target line. 
Target Line - an imaginary line running from the         
target through the middle of your ball. ‘Inside’ refers         
to the side of the line the golfer is standing on and            
‘outside’ refers to the opposite side. Swing path is         
always calculated in reference to the target line. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N556Hv6589c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7jePVzL47E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiE3W3GJ_TQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMivvKFFkNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQHruSYqPFI


The next 5 definitions are crucial. These 5 factors represent the input variables that              
you, the golfer, can manipulate to determine where your ball ends up. The better you               
understand the relationship between these variables the more likely you can try to             
analyse the outcome of your shot and try to improve the variables. 
 
1. Swing Path – the direction the clubhead travels in relation to the target line               
immediately prior to and following impact. There are 3 paths as seen below. 
 
2. Club Face Angle – the direction the leading edge of the clubface is pointing at the                 
moment of impact. The angle may be calculated in reference to the target line              
particularly on tools such as Trackman but is usually in reference to the swing path.               
A golfer with a club pointing to the outside of their swing path would be said to have                  
an ‘open’ face and a club pointing to the inside of the path at impact would be                 
‘closed’. If the clubface is pointing directly down the swing path it will be called               
‘square’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Between them Swing   
Path and Club Face    
Angle combine to have    
the greatest impact on    
where your golf ball ends     
up. Understanding how   
different combinations of   
these variables affect ball    
flight means golfers are    
able to alter their impact     
positions to manipulate   
their ball flight.There are 3     
other variables with a big     
impact as well. 



3. Speed - the faster the clubhead is travelling at impact the greater the potential for                
you to propel the ball. Broadly speaking faster swings are able to produce more ball               
speed and spin BUT….. with great power comes great responsibility and if that spin              
is sidespin the greater the speed the greater the deviation! 
 
4. Centredness - a bit of an unusual term but basically this describes how              
accurately the ball has met the ‘sweet spot’ of the club at impact. Factors within               
individual club design such as weight, MOI, COG, will affect what happens once the              
ball leaves the clubhead and means the sweet spot will be different in different clubs.               
The closer the ball strikes to the ‘sweet spot’ of the club the higher the percentage of                 
the energy of the clubhead will be passed into the ball. 
 
Not striking the ball in the centre of the club can be another less common reason                
why a player might slice the golf ball, particularly with the larger head of the driver. If                 
you are a real golf nerd you will already be familiar with the term ‘gear effect’ and                 
understand the benefits of bulge and roll on your driver (TaylorMade’s TwistFace            
being at the extreme end of the benefits). If you haven’t come across these terms               
and are interested here is a great little summary 
https://www.adamyounggolf.com/gear-effect/   You can ignore his plug at the bottom 
https://www.andrewricegolf.com/andrew-rice-golf/tag/gear+effect 
 
And a good video discussion. You could do a lot worse things online than listen to                
the guys at TXG Golf! Whether it’s testing clubs, explaining technology or swing             
mechanics they really know their stuff! A big shout out to one of my patients Graham                
Wilson for putting me on to them. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e206i8_C-NU 
 
5. Angle of Approach / Attack - the final variable at impact that can have a big                 
impact on your ball flight is your angle of attack. It is the angle formed by the                 
descending or ascending arc of the club head in relation to the slope of the ground                
as the club approaches impact. Put most simply whether you hit down or up on the                
ball. Different clubs require different impact mechanics to optimise ball flight. Most            
better players find hitting down on their irons and up on their drivers produce the               
most consistent results.. This variable will have a much bigger impact on the height              
of the ball flight than any sideways deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.adamyounggolf.com/gear-effect/
https://www.andrewricegolf.com/andrew-rice-golf/tag/gear+effect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e206i8_C-NU


So what happens when we slice the ball? There are a few            
different ways you can slice the golf ball but the most           
common impact conditions to cause a slice are an out to in            
path and a face open to that path. For a right handed golfer             
that combination means the club face is moving across the          
ball from right to left imparting right to left side spin on the             
ball. The ball will start where the club face was pointing but            
curve right, away from the path, into a slice. 
If you look at the graphic to the right we have a green target              
line, the light blue arrow is the swing path, the little club head             
shows you where the face angle is pointing. Remember we          
are comparing face angle to swing path not to target line.  
Some golfers may have a neutral path and leave the club           
face open like the bottom example but you can bet that if            
they do that consistently it doesn’t take them long to start           
aiming left and ending up more on target but with a poorer            
path as seen in the first 2 examples. 
 
I hope you’re starting to feel like you have a better understanding of why you might                
be slicing the ball. I have already said that I don’t mind how you swing the club and                  
don’t want to be prescriptive in what shapes or movements you should make during              
the swing...BUT….physics tells us that as long as you reach impact with an out to in                
path and face open to path it doesn’t matter if you do a little draw dance at the top of                    
your backswing, the ball will slice! 
It’s not that we don’t want spin on the golf ball, spin can be a great thing. The                  
combination of spin and the dimples on the ball helps the ball travel further and               
everyone loves watching the pro’s launch approaches over the flagstick and zip it             
back under the hole with backspin. But side spine….that’s a whole different story!  
 
How can NOT playing golf possibly help? 
 
As a group us golfers are far too results/outcome focussed. Too concerned about the              
outcome of our shot, our score and our handicaps to do some of the hard work                
required to alter some of the mechanics in our swings and become better players. 
 
Swinging the golf club successfully requires control of more than 600muscles           
running across 200 joints to steer the clubhead that is travelling in excess of 100mph               
(hopefully) accurately towards a small round ball such that it will make a square              
impact and steer said ball with appropriate force that it will land accurately at a point                
hundreds (hopefully) of metres away?!…..What are the odds you are going to do that              
at all let alone change the way you are doing it now to a new and uncomfortable way                  
of doing it and get it right within the first few, even the first few hundred swings?  



Big changes but in small steps, STEP 1 - Improve Your Path! 
 
What’s the best way to change my path? 
 
If you tried to implement this change, racking up the buckets down at your club or                
MGA, Pre-COVID style, focussing on trying to come more from the inside and the              
ball wasn’t going where you intended you assume it’s because you got the new              
movement wrong. If you keep “getting it wrong” then you’re more likely to give in and                
revert to your old swing that at least gets the ball up in the air and somewhere out on                   
the range giving you at least a bit of satisfaction, even if it is still slicing?! The                 
problem is that where the ball ends up is not our best measure of how well you are                  
changing your path. Yes, we are trying to overcome THE CURSE OF THE             
DREADED SLICE in the bigger picture but for now the challenge is not where the               
ball goes but only to successfully change your path. By focussing on where the ball               
ended up you miss the point of the exercise. We need some way of you being able                 
to check the path of your clubhead while you’re swinging…………….. 
 
Step 1 - For the first progression you will need to mark both a straight target line as                  
well as a slight arc on the ground representing an in-to-out path. You can use chalk,                
string, some tape, whatever you want (or even splash out and buy a fancy mat               
already marked out like the one below) but we need a visual guide on the ground                
that you can check your clubhead against as you practice. Swing the club in a               
relaxed fashion, don’t worry about your low point or making contact with the ground              
just swing through, slightly above the ground in whichever way feels comfortable to             
you BUT making sure your club head follows the in to out swing path arc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For at least the first 1000 swings (please don’t try and do them all in one session)                 
your focus should be on just making sure that you are improving your path, coming               
more from the inside. 



With enough repetition the feeling of your old swing that you have stored in your               
brain will begin to adapt to the new way of moving and you will fight the pattern less. 
As you become more comfortable and the new swing feels less strange you can start               
to try and make contact with the ground ( if you’re using an iron) or hit up on a tee (if                     
you’re using a driver) as if you were striking the ball. See if you can control your low                  
point and get a rough idea if you are squaring the club face. 
 
Step 2 - Introduce some obstacles to give you greater feedback…..CAREFULLY!           
You might initially use some leaves if you’re in your backyard or a small twig. You                
could use tees placed in the ground, empty plastic water bottles or a clubhead cover,               
it doesn’t matter as long as it will give you concrete feedback ie you whack it with                 
your club if your path gets out to in. Set it up like so………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 3 - You can’t progress to Step 3 until you have mastered the drills above. Once                 
you can make a full swing at your normal tempo and speed and repeatedly produce               
the in to out swing then we’re ready to introduce the last, and by far the most difficult                  
obstacle. Small but powerful it has the ability to make golfers throw beautiful practice              
swings and all reason out the window……….that’s right, the ball!! 
Assuming we’re all allowed back to the course / range you are now ready to               
implement your new swing in a real golf setting where you actually try to hit a golf                 
ball……..BUT……...hold your horses the hard work isn’t done just yet. Can you            
remember the bit where I said that once you start hitting the ball you’re going to look                 
at where it goes instead of how well you were making swing changes? That still               
applies! 
In your first session on the range ( just after you ignore this, try to hit some shots                  
anyway and realise your slice is not fixed just yet) you will only have one objective.                
To start as many of your shots as possible right of target ( for a right handed golfer,                  
obviously left of target if you are left handed) and I don’t care where they end up.                 
You could try doing some chipping first just getting used to ball striking with the new                
path before moving onto full swing…..oh, and maybe don’t use the last bay on the               
right side of the driving range when you try this out for the first time.  
 



If you find it tough to maintain your new swing path once you start hitting balls then                 
try putting a range basket out in front of you so that its outside edge is on target and                   
the rest of the basket is inside the line - then just make sure your golf balls miss the                   
basket to the outside. 

TARGET LINE - GREEN 
SWING PATH - BLUE 
OBSTACLE ON TARGET LINE - BIN 
DOWEL MARKING STANCE ALIGNMENT 
 
Don’t be afraid to alter your stance so that you          
are no longer parallel to your target line. To hit          
the perfect draw you need to have the club         
face angle closed to the swing path but the ball          
flight will start along the line of the face angle.          
If it is pointing at target the ball will start          
straight and draw left of target. You must aim         
far enough right with your path that you can         
have the face angle slightly left of path but still          
right of target for the ball to finish on target. 
 

Step 4 - The hardest step so far - squaring the clubface. Once you can start most of                  
your shots right of target with a full swing then we can start to worry about where the                  
ball ends up. Out to in path was one of the impact variables contributing to your slice,                 
now we need to sort out the other variable, having the club face open to the path.  
Club Face Angle vs Path, which should we change first when we look at trying to                
alter your swing? I don’t think there is a right answer and we certainly need both to                 
change if we are to successfully remedy THE CURSE OF THE DREADED SLICE.             
The reason I suggest path first is because I trust your body’s natural, inbuilt, athletic               
instincts. Every day your body does all sorts of amazing things that you don’t ‘know’               
how to do. How do you control your blood pressure or blood sugar levels (assuming               
you do those things successfully without medicinal assistance), how much oxygen is            
in your blood right now? How come you didn’t fall over when you walked over to the                 
couch to read this article? Your body has incredible innate abilities that you can use               
to help improve your swing as long as you trust it.  
I think that a lot of the reason golfers leave their club face open when they are slicing                  
the ball is because they are trying to keep it pointing more at the target. At address                 
they will have their face aimed at the target and this start or set point is where their                  
brain tells them to bring their hands back to when they come back down to hit the                 
ball. If they swing down their out to in path and leave the face pointing at the target                  
the ball will start on track and head right. Next shot they will subconsciously aim               
further left, increasing their out to in path and so the cycle continues. 



I think that once their ball flight starts right those golfers will find it more natural to                 
square the club or close it to try and help bring the ball back to target. Moving the                  
ball back slightly in your stance might also help you catch the ball earlier in your                
swing arc and more likely to catch the ball from the inside. There are plenty of tips                 
out there telling you how to square the club face. A common one is to imagine that                 
you are using the same move as you would need to hit a topspin forehand. Passing                
your right hand over the left it will go from palm up to palm down as the clubhead                  
releases and travels past your hands just after the impact zone.  

 
GRIP 
* If you find it very difficult to close your clubface and            
continue to slice or fade the ball even though you are           
confident that you have changed your path it may well be           
linked with your grip. I haven’t spoken much about         
changing grip until now because it is very tough to get it to             
feel natural. If you thought that changing swing path felt          
unusual just wait till you try and change your grip?!  
 
 
Placing the grip across the dots on the glove as shown to            
the left is an ideal position for your top hand, gripped in the             
fingers rather than across the palm. There’s a great video          
below to talk you through it. 
 

UK teaching professional, and one of the early Youtube golf instructors Rick Shiels             
gives a great tutorial on grip in this video. If you’re new to the game and want some                  
good free instructional videos you could do worse than take a look at Rick’s              
‘Compete Golf Swing Guide’ series which covers a lot of the fundamentals of the              
game - well worth a look! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SUCi7fdjAE 
If you think your grip is part of the problem you might need to go back to Steps 1 and                    
2 and spend some time just free swinging to allow your brain to adjust to the new                 
swing feel. 
 
In this video Mike Malaska gives a good explanation about why a neutral grip will               
help you to square the clubface at impact, I like his theory on the role of your hands                  
in manipulating the club face to produce different impact conditions during the golf             
swing which follows on in Video 2 of the series. His student could work on his                
posture but being called Dan Murphy would certainly make him a popular member at              
plenty of Aussie golf clubs!! (fast forward past the black screen at around the 5               
minute mark). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YmINHrNVHY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SUCi7fdjAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YmINHrNVHY


Step 5. Play With It and Refine Things - I don’t mean get out on the course right                  
away and put the new swing under pressure by playing your Saturday morning comp              
round (though obviously you’re going to have to do that at some stage). The final               
stage in the process is to give things a bit of polish. Start with coarse sandpaper to                 
knock the edges off, move thru finer grains as you improve your feel until you end up                 
with wet and dry to really smooth things out. Once you can reproduce the impact               
positions to play a draw see if you can hit big draws, then little draws, try some                 
straight shots and even your old favourite - slices.  
Experimenting with shaping the ball will help you understand the envelope of            
movements that your hands can move through that still result in functional impact             
positions (ie useful shot shapes not horrible duck hooks and not huge push slices). It               
is relatively easy to hit big draws and big slices with a bit of practice, the challenge is                  
to fine tune your feel so that you can straighten things out a bit more. You will also                  
have to re-tune your eye to know exactly where your ball will have to start and how                 
much curve it will have to end up on target. Your home course will start to look very                  
different once you start hitting different shots around it!  

 
 

 
If you played this hole     
in your mind would    
you be thinking in    
RED or in BLUE. I     
know which shot I    
would rather be   
hitting!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oh, one last thing…... don’t be too hard on yourself! The reality is that even PGA                
professionals have the shot shapes they like and the shots they don’t. I don’t expect               
you to be able to hit controlled shaped shots on the course, they might just be                
something you resort to trying if you’re really stuck behind a tree or some other tight                
spot on the course.  
The start of this journey was just to try and stop big, weak, game wrecking slices                
from taking over your golf. I hope your hard work pays off and you can improve your                 
golf without playing and maybe even CURE THE CURSE OF THE DREADED            
SLICE. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Simple target in green and swing Similar set-up but with dowel 
Path in blue for a left hander for stance alignment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thin stick target, red ribbon path and headcovers Tees as obstacles 
as obstacles to prevent out-to-in path instead of headcovers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using tees to guide path, pushed Using tissue boxes to prevent 
in flush to ground level Out-to-In path - VERY COVID19!! 



 


